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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and an apparatus to execute a code compiled from 
a source code to access an untyped variable are described. An 

optimized access code may be compiled in the code With 
speculative optimization via a type prediction of runtime 
value of the untyped variable. lnvalidity of the type prediction 
may be dynamically detected for future runtime values of the 
untyped variable. The code may be updated With an access 
code compiled for the access Without the speculative optimi 
zation based on the invalidity detection. The updated code can 
be executed for the access to the untyped variable Without 
executing the optimized access code. 
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Compiling an executable code from a source code including a untyped 
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code being speculatively optimized according to a type prediction of runtime values of the 
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Collecting a runtime history for a sequence of executions, each execution to perform a data processing 
task specified in a source code, each execution based on a code compiled from the source code, and 

each execution followed by a next one ofthe executions in the sequence, the runtime history includes a 
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execution 703 
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the condition, the compiled code optimized based on the runtime history, the number of invocations of 

the data processing tasks for each execution increasing following the sequence 705 

Fig. 7 
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Executing a code compiled from a source code specifying at least one function having one or more 
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Maintaining a plurality of first structures and a plurality of second structure separately in a first 
portion and a second portion of a heap in a memory to execute a code based on the heap, 

wherein each second structure is referenced by at most one of the first structure, at least one of 
the first structures representing an object created via the execution of the code, the object 
having a dynamic property associated with at least one of the second structures, the code is 
linked with a particular code capable of referencing the dynamic property of the object without 

referencing the first structure representing the object 1101 

Performing non-moving garbage collection operations on the ?rst portion of the heap to identify 
which of the ?rst structures are available for future allocation from the first portion of the heap 

without moving the identi?ed first structures 1103 

V 

Performing moving garbage collection operations on the second portion of the heap to identify 
which of the second structures are movable within the second portion of the heap for future 

allocation from the second portion of the heap, the non-moving garbage collection operations 
and the moving garbage collection operations are performed substantially in parallel, a particular 
one of the second structures is not movable if the particular second structure is referenced by 
the particular code, and the identified movable second structures are moved within the second 

portion of the heap for future allocation from the second portion of the heap 1111 

Fig. 11 
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RUNTIME STATE BASED CODE 
RE-OPTIMIZATION 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is related to, and claims the bene?ts 
of US. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/681 ,530, ?led 
Aug. 9, 2012, entitled “DYNAMIC CODE OPTIMIZA 
TION”, by Filip Pizlo et al., Which is hereby incorporated by 
reference herein in its entirety. 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to optimized 
runtime compilation. More particularly, this invention relates 
to timely re-optimization of dynamic language based code 
based on runtime state. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] Dynamic languages that lack type annotations of 
any kind are increasingly popular. For example, JavaScript 
has become the lingua franca of the World Wide Web, While 
Ruby, Python, Perl, and PHP have become standard lan 
guages for server-side infrastructure. HoWever, runtime of 
dynamic language based code may require signi?cant over 
head to execute. 
[0004] For example, lack of type information may prohibit 
optimal compilation to avoid dynamic type conversion for a 
variable. Runtime pro?ling has been adopted to provide addi 
tional type information to improve execution performance. 
Typical runtime pro?ling, hoWever, relies on recording types 
of values encountered and requires complicated data struc 
tures and extensive pro?ling operations. As a result, effective 
ness of the compilation is adversely affected for overall per 
formance improvement. 
[0005] Further, When current runtime values encountered 
no longer match the previous pro?ling results, optimally 
compiled code based on the previous pro?ling results may 
cost more processing cycles to execute than a corresponding 
non-optimally compiled code. Such discrepancies betWeen 
current runtime values and previous pro?ling results can 
severely tax execution performance. 
[0006] Furthermore, dynamically typed code may be 
linked With an external library already compiled from non 
dynamically typed language based source code. An interface 
layer is usually created in the dynamically typed code to alloW 
the external library to access data oWned by the dynamically 
typed based code. As a result, runtime performance may be 
degraded With the overhead incurred by data loading/updat 
ing through the interface layer. 
[0007] Therefore, existing runtime compilation and execu 
tion for dynamically typed code tends to introduce perfor 
mance cost Which may be unnecessary, Wasteful and avoid 
able. 

SUMMARY OF THE DESCRIPTION 

[0008] Recompilation of an executable code canbe invoked 
once invalidity of a prediction for code optimization is iden 
ti?ed based on runtime data and function blocks speci?ed in 
the code Without Waiting for infrequent pro?ling analysis to 
recognize repeated failure of the prediction. The executable 
code may include instructions optimized (e.g. optimizing 
code) based on the prediction. A function block When 
executed (eg via a function call) With source types of runt 
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ime values may cause structure transitions to transition or 
generate destination types ofruntime values. In one embodi 
ment, a garbage collector can have access to runtime data and 
the function blocks to determine Whether a prediction is not 
longer valid (eg for current and future runtime data). Pos 
sible types of runtime values (eg object structures) can be 
transitively inferred or derived based on the current runtime 
data and structure transitions corresponding to the function 
blocks in the code for determining the validity of a prediction. 
[0009] In one embodiment, a code compiled from a source 
code can be executed to access an untyped variable. An opti 
mized access code may be compiled in the code With specu 
lative optimization via a type prediction of runtime values of 
the untyped variable. Invalidity of the type prediction may be 
dynamically detected for future runtime values of the untyped 
variable. The code may be updated With an access code com 
piled for the access Without the speculative optimization 
based on the invalidity detection. The updated code can be 
executed for the access to the untyped variable Without 
executing the optimized access code. 
[0010] In another embodiment, a code compiled from a 
source code specifying at least one function may be executed 
to call the function With an untyped input variable. The code 
may include a ?rst function code optimally compiled for the 
function based on a type prediction for future runtime values 
of the untyped input variable. Invalidity of the type prediction 
for the future runtime values of the untyped variable may be 
dynamically detected. On detection of the invalidity, the code 
may be dynamically updated With a second function code 
compiled for the function. The updated code may be executed 
Without executing the ?rst function code for the future runt 
ime values of the untyped input variable. 
[0011] Other features of the present invention Will be 
apparent from the accompanying draWings and from the 
detailed description that folloWs. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] The present invention is illustrated by Way of 
example and not limitation in the ?gures of the accompanying 
draWings, in Which like references indicate similar elements 
and in Which: 
[0013] FIG. 1 is a netWork diagram illustrating an exem 
plary runtime optimization for source code retrieved from 
netWorked devices; 
[0014] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a system for runtime optimization for dynamic pro 
gramming languages; 
[0015] FIG. 3 is a How diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a process to pro?le runtime values; 
[0016] FIG. 4 is a How diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a process to sporadically record runtime values for 
code optimization; 
[0017] FIG. 5 illustrates exemplary pro?le instructions 
associated With storage locations according to one embodi 
ment described herein; 
[0018] FIG. 6 is a How diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a process to track failures of type predictions used in 
an optimized code for recompilation; 
[0019] FIG. 7 is a How diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a process to dynamically recompile code optimized 
based on runtime history; 
[0020] FIG. 8 is a How diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a process to detect invalidity of type prediction to 
update an optimized code; 
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[0021] FIG. 9 is a How diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a process to detect invalidity of type prediction to 
update an optimized function code; 
[0022] FIG. 10 illustrates one example of runtime data and 
optimized code for identifying validity of a type prediction 
based on structure transitions in the runtime data according to 
one embodiment described herein; 
[0023] FIG. 11 is a How diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a process for performing moving and non-moving 
garbage collections concurrently on separate portions of a 
heap; 
[0024] FIG. 12 is a How diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a process to scan a stack to identify live memory slots 
and pinned memory slots to reclaim memory slots Which are 
not live and not pinned by moving the live memory slots 
Without moving the pinned memory slots; 
[0025] FIG. 13 illustrates one example of split partitions in 
a heap for executing a code according to one embodiment 
described herein; 
[0026] FIG. 14 illustrates one example ofa data processing 
system such as a computer system, Which may be used in 
conjunction With the embodiments described herein. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0027] In the folloWing description, numerous speci?c 
details are set forth to provide thorough explanation of 
embodiments of the present invention. It Will be apparent, 
hoWever, to one skilled in the art, that embodiments of the 
present invention may be practiced Without these speci?c 
details. In other instances, Well-knoWn components, struc 
tures, and techniques have not been shoWn in detail in order 
not to obscure the understanding of this description. 
[0028] Reference in the speci?cation to “one embodiment” 
or “an embodiment” means that a particular feature, structure, 
or characteristic described in connection With the embodi 
ment can be included in at least one embodiment of the 
invention. The appearances of the phrase “in one embodi 
ment” in various places in the speci?cation do not necessarily 
all refer to the same embodiment. 

[0029] The processes depicted in the ?gures that folloW, are 
performed by processing logic that comprises hardWare (e.g., 
circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), softWare (such as is run on a 
general-purpose computer system or a dedicated machine), or 
a combination of both. Although the processes are described 
beloW in terms of some sequential operations, it should be 
appreciated that some of the operations described may be 
performed in different order. Moreover, some operations may 
be performed in parallel rather than sequentially. 
[0030] FIG. 1 is a netWork diagram illustrating an exem 
plary runtime optimization for source code retrieved from 
netWorked devices. In one embodiment, netWork system 100 
may include one or more server applications, such as server 

application 101, hosted in one or more server devices to 
provide content available for client application 105 running in 
a client device. For example, server application 101 may be a 
Web server and client application 105 may be a Web broWser. 
Server 101 and client 105 may communicate With each other 
via netWork 103 based on, for example, internet protocols 
such as HTTP (Hypertext Transport Protocol) or other appli 
cable protocols. 
[0031] In one embodiment, content retrieved from server 
101 may include Web pages based on hypertext languages, 
such as HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) or other 
markup language, embedded or linked (e.g. hyperlinked) 
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With sources in a dynamic programming language, such as 
JavaScript. Client 105 may dynamically doWnload or fetch 
the linked sources for execution. In one embodiment, client 
105 may dynamically and/or continuously compile the doWn 
loaded sources to optimize code during runtime to improve 
execution performance. 
[0032] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a system for runtime optimization for dynamic pro 
gramming languages. In one embodiment, system 200 may 
include operating environment 201, such as an operating 
system hosting client application 105 of FIG. 1. Operating 
environment 201 may include optimized compilation module 
205 dynamically and/ or continuously compiling source code 
203 into dynamically optimized executable code 225. 
[0033] Source code 203 may comprise programs in a 
dynamic programming language, such as JavaScript. In one 
embodiment, source code 203 may be retrieved from a remote 
device, such as server 101 of FIG. 1, by a broWser application 
running in operating environment 201. Compilation module 
205 may be controlled by the broWser application to perform 
broWsing operations. 
[0034] For example, compilation module 205 may insert 
pro?ling code in executable code 225 to collect runtime val 
ues into corresponding value buckets (or dedicated storage 
locations) allocated, for example, in runtime data 217. Pro 
?ling code may include value bucket code to update the 
runtime values to the corresponding value buckets When 
executed via execution module 219. Value buckets may be 
accessible by pro?le management module 209. 
[0035] Code execution module 219 based on executable 
code 225 and pro?le management module 209 may belong to 
separate processes in operating environment 201. Optionally 
or additionally, pro?ling code may include, for example, 
function counters counting number of times a function in 
source code 203 has been called or executed. 

[0036] In some embodiments, pro?le management module 
209 may include value pro?le data 211 storing pro?les of 
values established for untyped variables. For example, pro?le 
management module 209 can sample or collect (e.g. infre 
quently) current (or last) runtime values from value buckets of 
runtime data 217 into value pro?le data 211. Pro?le manage 
ment module 209 and execution module 219 may run asyn 
chronously in operating environment 201. 
[0037] Pro?le management module 209 may include 
analysis module 213 to perform in-depth analysis on runtime 
variables (eg of executable code 225) using value pro?le 
data 211 and/or runtime data 217. Analysis module 213 may 
be activated, for example, periodically and/ or in response to 
triggering events. Compilation module 205 may send trigger 
ing events to analyze value pro?les for untyped variables via 
analysis module 213. For example, a triggering event for 
analysis module 213 may be based on an execution duration 
of executable code 225 (eg since last time analysis 213 Was 
activated). In some embodiments, analysis module 213 run 
infrequently Without causing performance impacts on execu 
tion module 219 or system 200. 
[0038] In some embodiments, executable code 225 can 
include optimized code based on a type prediction for a func 
tion or an untyped variable. Additionally or optionally, 
executable code 225 may include failure handling code 
executed When the type prediction fails. The type prediction 
can fail, for example, if it is not consistent With current runt 
ime values encountered in execution module 219. As a result, 
for example, execution module 219 may send requests (or 
triggers) to analysis module 213 forperforming failure analy 
sis. 
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[0039] Continued runtime optimization control module 
215 can monitor execution status, including, for example, 
runtime data 217, value pro?le data 211, and/ or system runt 
ime status 207, to dynamically activate compilation module 
205 to alloW optimizing executable code 225 multiple times 
(e.g. iteratively or continuously) during runtime executing 
executable code 225. System runtime status 207 may include 
overall system Wide resource or environmental information 
related to execution of execution module 219 in system 200, 
such as total physical memory size, currently available 
memory size, or other applicable parameters. 

[0040] In one embodiment, control module 215 can deter 
mine Whether certain conditions are satis?ed to re-compile 
optimized executable code 225 according to the execution 
status. For example, control module 215 may detect that 
excessive number of failures of a type prediction in an opti 
mized code (eg compared With number of function calls) 
have occurred to trigger re-compilation. Executable code 225 
can be further updated or optimized using failure information 
gathered or analyzed via pro?le management module 209. 

[0041] In certain embodiments, source code 203 may be 
based on dynamic programming language requiring garbage 
collector module 221 to manage runtime memory, such as 
runtime data 217 for execution module 219. Garbage collec 
tor module 221 may callback to compilation module 205 to 
determine Whether a type prediction may fail for future runt 
ime values. If the type prediction is expected to fail, the 
optimized code associated With the type prediction may be 
invalidated in executable code 225. For example, validity 
prediction module 223 may query garbage collector module 
221 Whether predicted types of values are possible in the 
future based on existing types of current runtime values in 
runtime data 217 and possible types created or transitioned 
via functions in executable code 225. 

[0042] Garbage collector module 221 may provide infor 
mation as early Warnings for validity prediction module 223 
to identify Which type predictions used in optimized execut 
able code 225 are likely to fail. As a result, compilation 
module 205 may preemptively re-compile or update execut 
able code 225 Without Waiting for detection of actual failures 
of optimized code via control module 215. Validity prediction 
module 221 may alloW removing optimized code associated 
With type predictions identi?ed as no longer valid before 
occurrences of actual failures When executing the optimized 
code. 

[0043] In one embodiment, executable code 225 may be 
linked to invoke library 227 Which may be based on non 
dynamically typed language such as C++, C or other appli 
cable programming language. Library 227 may include its 
oWn memory management module to manage memory allo 
cated in runtime data 217. In certain embodiments, runtime 
data 217 may include multiple portions of memory heap (e.g. 
split heap) to alloW library 217 to directly access dynamic or 
varied sized property data created via execution module 219. 
Garbage collection module 221 may perform coordinated 
moving and non-moving garbage collection operations sepa 
rately different portions of the split heap in runtime data 217. 
Unused memory allocations may be reclaimed While main 
taining the ef?ciency of direct accessing of dynamic proper 
ties of untyped variables from library 227 (eg Without cre 
ating interface objects managed by garbage collector 221 
betWeen execution module 219 and library 227). 
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Value Pro?ling for Code Optimization 

[0044] In one embodiment, types of runtime values for 
variables in a program or executable code (eg based on 
dynamically typed programming languages) are identi?ed 
and pro?led (e.g. analyzed, summarized, etc.) during runtime 
While the program is running. Based on the identi?ed types 
through past execution history, future types of runtime values 
may be predicted to update or recompile the program to 
replace portions of the program or code taking advantage of 
the type predictions. 
[0045] For example, a JavaScript object allocated during 
runtime of a JavaScript executable code may represent a value 
for a JavaScript variable (e.g. dynamically typed). A JavaS 
cript variable may contain a reference to an allocated object. 
Alternatively, a JavaScript variable may contain a value in 
place, such as number, true, false, null, and unde?ned. Num 
bers may be represented as Int32 or Double, or any IntX for 
any other value of X bits. The JavaScript object may be a plain 
JavaScript object Which can correspond to a function, an array 
of other JavaScript objects, a string, a typed array of Int8 (8 bit 
integer), Intl 6 (l 6 bit integer), Int32 (32 bit integer), Int64 (64 
bit integer), unsigned integers of any of the previous sizes, 
Float32 (32 bit ?oating point number), Float64 (64 bit ?oat 
ing point number), dynamically created types or other appli 
cable types. Without a prior knoWledge of a scope of different 
types of runtime values to be encountered for an untyped 
variable, comprehensive type handlers may be required to 
cover large number of possible types of runtime values. Com 
prehensive type handlers may include baseline instructions 
With a large number of load and branch instructions requiring 
expensive processing cycles to execute. 
[0046] In one embodiment, an optimized compiler can 
update a previously compiled code (eg an original execut 
able code compiled from a source code Without using runtime 
information) based on runtime pro?les established When 
executing the previously compiled code. The runtime pro?les 
may be dynamically collected and analyzed (e.g. infrequently 
and asynchronously to the execution of the previously com 
piled code) to uncover optimization opportunities, such as 
type predictions of future runtime values for untyped vari 
ables. 

[0047] A type prediction for a variable may be employed, 
for example, to reduce the number of handlers covering a 
reduced scope of possible types of future runtime values 
expected to be encountered for an untyped variable in an 
updated compiled code. A dynamic compiler may optimize 
(or re-compile) a previously compiled code based on identi 
?ed opportunities (e. g. type predictions) from execution pro 
?ling. 
[0048] In one embodiment, type knoWledge obtained via 
type predictions may be cascaded doWn to subsequent opera 
tions on a variable. For example, considering a source code 
for a function (eg in a dynamically typed language): 

function foo (a, b) { 
var x = a + b; //statement #1 

var y = a — b; // statement #2 

return x * y; // statement #3 

Given the pro?led type knoWledge the both input variables a, 
b are integers and results produced via function foo are also 
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integer, the compiled code for function foo may be emitted to 
specialize on integers as (eg in pseudo code format): 

if( a is not integer) 
fall back 

if ( b is not integer) 
fall back 

x = intiadd(a, b) and fall back if result is not integer 
y = intisubtract(a, b) and fall back if result is not integer 
return intiadd(x, y) 

The compiled code may be specialized for integers in such a 
Way that statement #3 may only be executed if a and b Were 
both integers, and if the previous statements #1 and #2 also 
produce integers. Optimized execution of the specialized 
compiled code While supporting full generality of, for 
example, JavaScript language may be possible With actual 
pro?led evidence on integers for performing function foo 
(e. g. for both input variables and output results) and availabil 
ity of a fall-back path (e.g. baseline instructions) for runtime 
values Which are not consistent With the pro?led evident (e.g. 
not integers). 

[0049] The specialized compiled code for function foo may 
avoid repeating integer checking for both statement #1 and 
statement #2, such as in a ?rst compiled code for function foo 
based on assumption that variables tend to contain integers 
Without value pro?ling: 

// statement #1 
If( a is integer) 
If (h is integer) 
x = intiadd(a, b) 

else 
x = genericiadd(a, b) 

else 
x = genericiadd(a, b) 

// statement #2 

If(a is integer) 
If (h is integer) 
y = intisubtract(a, b) 

else 
y = genericisubtrac?a, b) 

else 
// statement #3 
If(x is integer) 

If(y is integer) 
return intimultiply(x,y) 

else 
return genericimultiply(x,y) 

else 
return genericimultiply(x, y) 

In the ?rst compiled code for function foo, statement #2 must 
again check if a, b are integers even though statement #1 
performed the check as Well, as statement #1 may complete 
even if one of a, b Was not an integer. 

[0050] Further, the specialized compiled code for function 
foo may avoid checking the types of x, y in statement #3 even 
When the block of code for statement #1 and #2 produces a 
dynamic result (despite doing type checks), such as in a 
second compiled code for function foo to hoist the code for 
conditionals of statement #1 and statement #2 together With 
out value pro?ling: 
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// statement #1 and #2 
If( a is integer) 

If (h is integer) 
x = intiadd(a, b) 
y = intisubtract(a, b) 

else 
x = genericiadd(a, b) 
y = genericisubtrac?a, b) 

else 
x = genericiadd(a, b) 
y = genericisubtrac?a, b) 

// statement #3 
If(x is integer) 
return intimultiply(x,y) 

else 
return genericimultiply(x,y) 

else 
return genericimultiply(x, y) 

In the second compiled code for function foo, generic_add’s 
may either return integers, or they may return doubles, or 
strings, or objects. The generic_subtracts, in JavaScript, may 
return either integers or doubles. Worse, even the int_add and 
int_subtract may produce doubles, instead of ints, because of 
over?oW (for example 2A30+2A30 produces 231, Which is 
just outside of the signed Int32 domain). 

[0051] In one embodiment, executable code compiled 
based on value pro?ling may be optimized not to re-perform 
checks that have already been performed and to reduce the 
number of handlers covering the scope of types in a particular 
use of a runtime variable. Evidence gathered via the value 
pro?ling may indicate the set of types the executable code is 
specialized for. Furthermore, the executable code may 
include a fall-back path (e.g. tWo or multiple compilers) 
dynamically re-compiled or re-optimized if inaccuracy of the 
set of types specialized for is detected. 

[0052] In one embodiment, a memory location may be 
allocated as a bucket to store a runtime value (eg current 
runtime value) for a variable (e. g. a parameter or argument for 
a function call) in an executable code. For example, the 
bucket may be allocated in a memory heap for executing the 
executable code. 

[0053] A dynamic compiler may insert pro?ling code to an 
executable code to update a bucket With a copy of a runtime 
value, for example, assigned to a corresponding variable. In 
one embodiment, each untyped variable may correspond to a 
separate bucket allocated. A bucket may store a value (or the 
latest value) for a variable Without specifying a type or other 
information about the value to minimize required storage 
space. For example, the storage cost associated With buckets 
allocated for a function in an executable code may be propor 
tional to the number of arguments of the function. Further, the 
bucket can be updated by overWriting a previous runtime 
value With the current runtime value With little performance 
impact. A runtime value stored in a bucket for a variable may 
be overWritten With a neWly updated runtime value for the 
variable before the runtime value is sampled or collected from 
the bucket. 

[0054] In one embodiment, pro?le buckets for an execut 
able code may be scanned or sampled periodically (or on 
demand With occurrences of triggering events) to derive a 
limited number of possible types of runtime values associated 
With corresponding variables in the executable. For example, 
neW types (eg int, double) of a variable may be derived by 
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unifying a previously derived type (e. g. int) With the type (eg 
double) of current runtime value collected from a correspond 
ing bucket for the variable. 
[0055] Sampling or collection of runtime values from pro 
?le buckets for an executable code may be performed spo 
radically, sparsely and/or stochastically in an asynchronous 
manner to the execution of the executable code. For example, 
the executable code may include a loop of calls to a function 
With an argument (e. g. an untyped variable). Each loop may 
be associated With a separate runtime value stored in a com 
mon bucket for the argument. The executable code may 
include function counters (e.g. inserted by the compiler) 
counting the calls to the function during runtime. Collection 
of runtime values from a pro?le bucket for an argument of a 
function may be triggered at unpredictable, fuZZy or proba 
bilistic intervals of the counts of the function counter. As a 
result, possibility of resonance betWeen the sampling and the 
call to the function (e. g. repetitively sampling the same type 
of runtime values) may be minimiZed With the introduction of 
fuZZiness in triggering the sampling from the pro?le buckets. 
[0056] In certain embodiments, analysis of collected runt 
ime values for executing a code may be performed (eg to 
synthesis a type prediction) infrequently and asynchronously 
to the execution of the code. Infrequent analysis can alloW 
in-depth traverse on current runtime data Without adding sig 
ni?cant performance (or resource) cost. For example, a col 
lected runtime value may be a pointer an object associated 
With any type of value (eg integer, double, etc.) or even a 
function. The type of the object pointed to by the pointer may 
be identi?ed via a traversal. Alternatively or additionally, the 
analysis may be performed to determine a value range for the 
runtime value collected. Thus, traversing the runtime data 
folloWing the pointer may be necessary to identify required 
information about actual runtime value pointed to by the 
pointer. Optionally, type information may be embedded 
Within the pointer itself (i.e. the runtime value collected), 
such as a bit pattern obtained through an inexpensive arith 
metic operation (e.g. subtraction). 
[0057] In some embodiment, Whether to optimiZe or re 
compile a previously compiled code during runtime may be 
based on a result of an analysis of collected pro?le data for the 
execution of the previously compiled code. For example, the 
analysis may indicate Whether enough pro?le data has been 
collected for different parts of the code, in other Words, 
Whether pro?le data is full for different execution paths or 
code paths of the code. 
[0058] Con?dence of the prediction may be accessed to 
determine When to perform the recompilation. For example, 
con?dence for a prediction of a type of future runtime values 
for a variable may be based on different runtime statuses, such 
as the number of observations of runtime values assigned to 
the variable in the past execution, duration of the past execu 
tion, a rate of success of the prediction using the pro?le 
establish during the past execution, and/or other applicable 
metrics or measurements. 

[0059] FIG. 3 is a How diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a process to pro?le runtime values. Exemplary pro 
cess 300 may be performed by a processing logic that may 
include hardWare, softWare or a combination of both. For 
example, process 300 may be performed by some compo 
nents of system 200 of FIG. 2. At block 301, the processing 
logic of process 300 may execute a compiled code of a source 
code including an access (e. g. reading or Writing) of an 
untyped variable. The execution may include performing 
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reading or Writing dynamically typed value from or to the 
untyped variable for the access. The compiled code may be 
based on a source code in a dynamic programming language, 
such as JavaScript. 
[0060] In one embodiment, the compiled code may include 
baseline instructions to alloW different types of values or 
runtime values to be dynamically assigned to a variable. Each 
runtime value may belong to one of multiple types supported 
in a programming language. Without a scope limiting pos 
sible types of runtime values for the variable during runtime, 
the baseline instructions may be executed for accessing the 
variable regardless Which type of runtime value the variable is 
associated With. 
[0061] In some embodiments, the compiled code may 
include one or more pro?le instructions associated With a 
storage location allocated as a pro?le bucket for an untyped 
variable. The processing logic of process 300 can execute the 
pro?le instructions to store or update a runtime value in the 
storage location. The processing logic of process 300 can 
execute the pro?le instructions When the baseline instructions 
are executed. If a separate runtime value has previously been 
stored in the storage location, the processing logic of process 
300 can overWrite the previously stored runtime value With 
the latest runtime value associated With the variable. 
[0062] At block 303, the processing logic of process 300 
may, during runtime, randomly inspect a pro?le bucket for 
runtime values of the untyped variable in an executable code 
to establish a value pro?le for the variable. The value pro?le 
may include expected types of future runtime values for the 
variable. The processing logic of process 300 may sample 
runtime values from the pro?le bucket at different times asyn 
chronously to the execution of the executable code. In some 
embodiments, the different times When the pro?le bucket are 
sampled (or inspected, read, etc.) may correspond to a ran 
dom sequence Without resonance With runtime values 
assigned to the variable during the execution of the executable 
code. 
[0063] The processing logic of process 300 may analyZe 
sampled runtime values dynamically and infrequently for 
optimization opportunities. For example, the processing logic 
of process 300 may inspect runtime state associated With 
execution of a code to identify Which types of value the 
sampled runtime values belong to. The runtime state can 
include object structures allocated for the execution. A 
sampled runtime value may refer to object structures in the 
runtime state. The processing logic of process 300 may deter 
mine a correspondence betWeen the sampled runtime value 
and a reference to the object structures. The processing logic 
of process 300 may traverse the object structures (eg via 
links betWeen the structures) in the runtime state to identify a 
type associated With the sampled runtime value. 
[0064] In one embodiment, the processing logic of process 
300 can match a sampled runtime value With a bit pattern 
representing a type of runtime value to determine Whether the 
sampled runtime value belongs to the type corresponding to 
the bit pattern. Optionally or additionally, the processing 
logic of process 300 can compare the sampled runtime value 
With a reference to a function code to determine Whether the 
sampled runtime value corresponds to a function reference. 
[0065] The processing logic of process 300 may identify 
multiple types of runtime values from sampled runtime val 
ues for a variable. Each identi?ed type may be associated With 
a number indicating hoW many of the sampled runtime values 
belong to the identi?ed type (eg occurrence number). The 


























